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to someone maybe. Just thinking about it makes my hands sweat, the sweat makes the paper blotchy, the blotchiness announces my criminal intent, if not the actual crime. I'm guilty unless/until/perhaps even if I sign.
I sign.
Indefinite Definitions
The literature on collaboration includes several calls for accounts of collaborative writing (e.g., McNenny and Roen) . Such accounts are important, theorists say, for while we know that many academic writers are composing together, we still seem to know precious little about how this joint composing is being managed, about the processes that go into collaborative writing.
Accounts of the process are important also because, at the same time composition teachers and scholars are promoting collaboration inside the classroom and out, our academic institutional structures continue to punish it as a dishonorable "giving or receiving help." Our ways of handing out grades, or promotion and tenure, are not informed by our best thinking on writerly collaboration. And this may be only a little less true for publishing scholars than it is for students.
We can generalize somewhat about process, however. In the accounts that do exist, there seem to be two major strands: what the experts do-e.g., Ede and Lunsfordand what the students do-e.g., Flower. And then there is a kind of hybrid with both of these participants-Susan Miller (Anderson et al.) and Himley et al. Despite the variations, however, these are just variations: we're still without the definitions, critique, and articulation of the range of collaborative engagement that one might wish for.
Well, it's tough to be definitive in a world of rhetoricians. However, Janis Forman's New Visions does collect a range of thoughtful papers, and in Writing With, Reagan, Fox and Bleich offer another set. Both these texts bear traces
The meaning of the term "collaborative writing" is far from self-evident. (Ede and Lunsford 14) [A]ll writing is inherently collaborative. (Thralls 79) The term collaboration implies a conscious mutuality by which individuals of somewhat equal standing work in conjunction with one another toward a unified purpose. (Sperling 227) of the earlier, equally thoughtful, work that you mention. On the whole, however, one might wish for more specificity of terms.
It would be especially useful for the field to stabilize what we mean by collaboration. However, to do this (naturally) implies a critique of the construct of collaboration that predominates now, showing it at odds with the claims for it.
(A critique, but surely in the spirit of the Ur-collaborative. No agonistics here-wink wink, nudge nudge.)
And, since we write together online (cf. "Postings on a Genre of Email"), the uniquenesses we encounter there suggest, to you at least, that a unique variety of collaboration is possible there (though not necessary), and that it brings with it a unique aesthetic.
Actually, I thought you suggested this. Do you suppose there is any way to trace this back to the singular, definitive source?
The window into this discussion, critique, will be the same as the window used by many: an account of our own collaborative process, our developing sense of definition and identity in collaborative writing. The contrast between collaboration that works and collaboration that doesn't would be interesting to play out.
One of the key arguments supporting collaboration has been that it allows

Multivalent Texts/Ambivalent Authors
By now, Singular Texts/Plural Authors is a standard reference in studies of collaborative writing, so it is useful to look at how collaboration is defined there. Early on, Ede and Lunsford decide that their working definition of collaborative writing should be fairly generalequivalent to "group writing" (14). Working from this inclusive theoretical position, they eventually uncover two major modes of collaboration, which they call "the hierarchical" and "the dialogic." These have been cited frequently:
This [hierarchical] form of collaboration is carefully, and often rigidly, structured, driven by highly specific goals, and carried out by people playing clearly defined and delimited roles.... Because productivity and efficiency are of the essence in this mode of collaboration, the realities of multiple voices and shifting authority are seen as difficulties to be overcome or resolved....
[The] dialogic mode is loosely structured, and the roles enacted within it are fluid: one person may occupy multiple and shifting roles as a project progresses... [T] hose participating in dialogic collaboration generally value the creative tension inherent in multivoiced and multivalent ventures. (Ede and Lunsford 133) Interestingly, if we jump back several chapters, we see that these two modes are prefigured in responses to survey questions about the time that group writing requires. Ede and Lunsford's survey uncovered two conflicting opinions. On the one hand, most respondents to the survey felt that group writing was efficient, a timesaver, and helped to spread out the work (61).
On the other hand, a minority of respondents complained that collaboration was actually time-intensive, and this struck Ede and Lunsford as strange, anomalous (61). They speculate about these writers' need for control, about possible management problems, about problematic "interpersonal skills and group dynamics." Ultimately, they imply that the these respondents just showed the resistance of "hierarchical" personalities to "dialogic" situations.
But throughout this I get the sense of a false opposition. Ede and Lunsford advocate the dialogic mode, and they associate the hierarchical (perhaps hierarchy in general) with inequity. But it seems the first set of respondents were content with their groups' focus on efficiency and division of labor-which actually belong to the hierarchical mode-while, conversely, the second set of respondents were feeling oppressed by the dialogic style of their groups.
I wonder if beginning with a more specific treatment of collaboration itself might have offered an explanation for both the two modes of writing and the two opinions about time. That is, if for Ede and Lunsford "group" and "collaborative" were not equivalent by definition, then "dialogic" and "hierarchical" could be seen as two modes of group writing, but "dialogic" might be collaborative and "hierarchical" might not-without the stigma of intellectual rigidity and interpersonal failure.
John B. Smith, in bringing more clarity to the term "collective intelligence" as it is used in a number of disciplines, draws a useful distinction between collaboration and cooperation:
Collaboration carries with it the expectation of a singular purpose and a seamless integration of the parts, as if the conceptual object were produced by a single good mind.... The reader is unable to tell from internal clues which chapters or sections were written by which authors.
Cooperative work is less stringent in its demands for intellectual integration. It requires that the individuals that comprise a group ...carry our their individual tasks in accord with some larger plan. However, in a cooperative structure, the different individuals... are not required to know what goes on in the other parts of the project, so long as they carry out their own assigned tasks satisfactorily. (2-3) In a sense, it's a refusal to let the needs of the text and the audience shape what we do, a refusal to let the "we" become a collective singular. Not very postmodern, I know-but maybe Barthes was wrong, and the Author hasn't died after all.
So in order for the process to be considered "collaborative," it has to bear these characteristics? Not the same as the master narrative of collaborationas-group-work-of-whatever-kind. But then, what many accounts of collaborative writing don't see is thatthough they lay claim to the master narrative-they don't in the specifics
Vignette: The Small Corner
"In addition to the other information products and services described in this proposal, the contractor offers a special project."
The special project was a canned searchable database on a floppy disk. I thought it was a great idea for 1987-feasible yet challenging, familiar but expansive. We could parlay it into new products every year, maybe make a little money. And it had the sheen of new technology-something the feds were looking for in every proposal that year.
Unfortunately, no one else on the team writing this 200-page grant found the special project idea compelling enough to work it up with me: they were busy with their own sections. If I could fit it into my list of assignments, great; make it three to four pages, add a budget, then back to the big stuff.
So this was our "collaborative" model: you in your small corner, and I in mine. It was efficient and discrete. There was no duplication of effort, no ("wasteful") recursions by me into text already composed by you. In a strange way, the process honored the expertise of each writer. Oh, we exchanged drafts-late drafts-for editing. But for the most part we wrote alone. We were focussed and productive and aware of the deadline. We watched the stack of pages grow.
The Sound of One Hand Writing
Smith's treatment of "collective intelligence" is interesting here. He argues that members of a collaborative group operate as [C] ollaboration is an inherent condition for all writing activity. Thralls 64) one intelligent agent, rather than as individual agents merely performing separate tasks in accord with some larger plan. That is, collaborators achieve a critical level of congruence in understanding, in purpose, and in other intellectual dimensions of a project.
Cooperators organize themselves differently: clear structure, division of roles, division of knowledge, efficiency-"hierarchy" in its neutral or positive dimension. Smith suggests that we see "collaboration as a kind of intelligent organism" directed by its collective intelligence. This doesn't imply a transcending, integrated consciousness; there's no metacognition here, and there needn't be the sentiment for "community" that Miller wards off. But there's a working shared knowledge and a dynamic process of contribution, adjustment and synthesis among members-and between members and the group. The collaborative organism as a functional collage of connected awarenesses: I think of a string quartet, for example.
You always think of a string quartet, but the musical group as exemplar makes some sense. Same piece, multiple voices, integrated roles, one name.
There being no pure forms, how about a group-work continuum? At one end, let's posit the hypothetical individual working alone after the autonomous model.
(Nearby are the ghostwriter and the plagiarist-working "alone" but co-opting another identity.)
There along the middle is a range of cooperation: individuals more or less isolate, but working in concert with others on a joint project. As the degree of integration increases, we move into the range of collaborative models. Here, the individuals contribute more and more to a group solidarity, constituted in the dynamic that Smith calls "collective intelligence." True (or perhaps "truest") collaboration happens, per Smith, when the product is so well integrated that it seems to be the creation of one mind.
(How important is the "seems" of that last sentence?)
Ironically, the more prescriptive definition here is the one emerging for collaboration.
(But different, too: quartets will play often, while the writing group may deliver only one performance, yes?) But that's for later. First, let's do community.
Collaboration and Community
In spite of sensible dissent by Joseph Harris (cf. "The Idea of Community...") and others, many scholars in composition studies still seem to prefer a certain vagueness in the idea of community. It's as if the word has become magic: a talisman against the idea of conflict in the discipline. (As if conflict of ideas is somehow dangerous to the idea of community.) One would guess that this comfortable magic is also behind the interest in collaboration. And while it has brought some luck to the study of composition, it may also have kept the field from seeing value in reasonable non-collaborative models of writing. Susan Miller relates her discouragement that her students were willing to function as a committee, but not as a community. Miller isn't insulting her students with the usual connotations of committee work: turgid inefficiency and lowest-common-denominator product. I think she has in mind that special detachment that committee (Well, but what sort of discourse is that?)
Absolutely. It privileges what
If shared conventions alone make a community, then a prison ought to be one. (Spellmeyer 83) members feel toward each other and toward the project of the group. She means simply that a committee is not a community.
But maybe a committee (for one example) is not such a bad model, if we can discard stereotypes for the moment. In fact, it may be an especially appropriate model for group writing in the classroom. There are many similarities: the work is assigned, a deadline set from outside, an inescapable arbitrariness pervades. Committees have an emotional detachment about them because they belong to the world of work. Developing (or discovering) community is not on the agenda; it might well be a distraction.
Yes, but. Students can become invested in their work so that community develops from committee, and in a class that is student-centered, that would be one of the goals, assuming of course that writing you care about is likely to be better writing, as Britton argues.
Fair enough, but I don't think I agree 1) that committee members don't or can't "care" about the writing they do-they just care differently; or 2) that writing you "care" about will necessarily be betteri.e., more effective and appropriate. Britton isn't to blame, but composition teachers are inundated every year with student writing that is truly impassioned and truly bad. I think the kind of caring is at issue: students don't always care about writing the way the teacher wants them to care, and when they do, it isn't always better for their writing.
More to the point perhaps: I don't know that developing community is ever on a writer's agenda in the way you suggest. Seems to me that finding, discovering community is something that comes out of work toward a common goal. It's a benefit rather than a purpose. A function of.
But I think Miller (and Harris before her) is right that we need to beware of how sentimental I get the sense sometimes that in the very idea of community, we see an offer of salvation: a chance for all of us to be the same, to work the same and feel the same-ironically, at the same time that we (predictably) salute difference. A community of differences running amuck exactly the same.
Sotto voce: can we step aside and clarify one thing? Though a critique like Schilb's of uncritical collaboration within potentially unethical structures is utterly persuasive, I don't take his paper as a call for uncritical resistance to all hierarchies or to hierarchy in the abstract. Is it clear enough that in certain circumstances, a hierarchical mode of group writing might quite ethically achieve the goals of the group better than a dialogic mode would?
"community" has become. Many writing teachers find that their paid occupation is also their preoccupation, and I'd guess that as a result they have an affective investment in writing, in addition to their intellectual one. As Miller did at first, they find it disappointing when students approach writing as merely a job-committee work. But this actually seems quite sensible from the students' point of view: writing-for-the-teacher is your profession when you're a student, and working as a committee is an effective-even a naturalapproach in a professional setting. In their enthusiasm for writing, teachers may forget that the affect profile is different for students. And in their commitment to dialogic modes, they may forget that hierarchical modes, as Ede and Lunsford (perhaps ruefully) discovered, can be perceived within the group as more effective. -as is common on the web-
Yes, it's almost as if the ideology we associate with hierarchy-we who are liberals, of course-prevents us from seeing how this works for others, that in some cases
instead of writing a text that is composed, multi-vocally or otherwise. This might be team-writing, but where is the sense of collective?
It's in our superstition: we "see" collaboration everywhere, along with community. The trouble is that the effect of an all-inclusive definition of collaboration has been to trivialize collaboration. Not that constructivism doesn't imply the extended context. It does. Not, on the other hand, that a group of writers shouldn't work in the manner most comfortable for them-they should-whether dialogically or hierarchically, committee or not, whether they pursue a collective There's more delusion, too. Though many teachers talk that dialogic talk, in the typical classroom, writing group roles are carefully defined, tasks are parceled out, and the deadline is paramount. In other words, we usually assign for students what Smith would call cooperative-not collaborative-work, in what Ede and Lunsford would call a hierarchical-not a dialogic-mode. intelligence or not. I just mean it has to be OK to say that these are not all "collaborative" modes of writing.
Because if our theory must call all writing collaborative, then "collaboration" becomes moot and useless as a theoretical construct.
And then this emperor has no clothes. 
In the collectivity of this collaborated self, you see enacted a number of the sacred truths of postmodern thinking. You see the Lyotardian network in which we are all nodes, you see a denial of the originary, and so on.
A denial of the originary, or a re-formulation? Even in its collectivity, it's still a singular. The autonomous self seen through a kaleidoscope-fragmented, but composed. " (194) .
Another view of collaboration seems oriented to foregrounding difference: this is the tack taken by many-for example, John Trimbur in "Consensus
Susan Miller connects collaboration and identity politics through the metaphor of urban discourse:
Individual Collaborators Cooperators
Collaborative writing is like having another self. (Pennisi and Lawler 226) But, of course: if we aren't different, then we don't need to collaborate.
This discursive model would celebrate four qualities of urban societies: it would allow for differentiation without exclusion; appreciate variety; encourage erotic attraction to novel, strange, and surprising encounters; and-as Bender and Young argue (if differently)-value publicity in "public spaces ...where people stand and sit together, interact and mingle, or simply witness one another, without becoming unified in a community of 'shared final ends.'" (299 Collaborating authors often list their names in alphabetical order on publications in order to downplay differences of knowledge, power, or academic rank...Such strategies, however, often serve only to make authors appear equal on the page when they actually disguise important social and cultural differences. (Kirsch 195) We have even considered publishing major projects...under coined neologisms, such as Annalisa Edesford...Our ultimate recognition of the problems this practice might cause...forced us to abandon this plan. (Ede and Lunsford x)
Entes quotes Harvey Weiner in suggesting that "A successful collaboration is like a marriage. You don't want to end up divorced." (58) And McNenny and Roen make the same point: that teams should take seriously their individual responsibilities as co-authors (303).
In short, ironically, in spite of all, the We in collaborative scholarship is under erasure. Identity is very much individualistic, the individuals and their concerns linked rather than "collected."
And not so surprisingly, those concerns appear in places that only seem marginal: for order of attribution, you first or moi?
Even authors who call themselves postmodern-even when they collaborate, even as they deconstruct the idea of "author"-typically write in a single good voice, typically "sign" their "own" workironically trapped in the single self in spite of themselves.
How does one get around this? How about the writer/s of this paper? A collaborated self wants to say with the villagers to the census taker "we are one." Yet-for example, by acting out the intersection of voices in the format of this paper-that self also says "my name is Legion." Moran's "extended self," with alter-egos James Porter gets at the same phenomenon, but through the lens of text. Writing, he says, is an attempt to exercise the will, to identify the self within the constraints of some discourse community. We are constrained insofar as The writer...continually expands herself...to accommodate the new "selves" she develops in relation to the collaborative experience. (Pennisi and Lawler 228) we must inevitably borrow the traces, codes, and signs that we inherit and that our discourse community imposes. We are free insofar as we do what we can to encounter and learn new codes, to intertwine new codes in new ways, and to expand our semiotic potential-our goal being to effect change and establish our identities within the discourse communities we choose to enter. And he goes on:
Perhaps it's like a fragmented self, a variation of Charles
The most mundane manifestation of intertextuality is explicit citation, but intertextuality animates all discourse and goes beyond mere citation. For the intertextual critics, Intertext is Text-a great seamless textual fabric. And, as they like to intone solemnly, no text escapes intertext. (Porter 41) Are the processes of co-authorship similarly seamless? As processes? As texts? As claimed? How might we infuse them into text without creating incoherence? Once we've allowed ourselves the luxury of many voices in our writing, we just might find it tolerable to be involved in a group collaboration via computers and find it easier to accept the many voices in a joint collaborative text, even if these voices seem conflicting, confusing, or chaotic at first. (Batson) The collaborative text: a plural commons. The role of the reader here is both an advantage and a risk. I mean, to expose the multiple gears and pulleys does in fact represent the collaborative process, and it should work in part to remind readers of their own contribution to meanings made. Multiplicity, transaction, community, intertextuality mean nothing if they stop at the end of the page.
Collaboration qua Textuality
So far in this discussion
Concluding by Critique
Regardless: the medium will influence how readers respond to this kind of text. To that extent, a multivocal text succeeds in making its aesthetic central to its argument.
On the other hand, the work then becomes one of those postDuchamp hands-on "sculptures" that invite the viewer to rearrange them. Artist, tourist, and grubby child alike can turn this knob, open this hatch, re-sort the contents, disassemble and reassemble the pieces.
Are we sure this is a good idea? 
